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Abstract
Objective.The percentages of cardiac and sympathetic baroreflex patterns detected via baroreflex
sequence (SEQ) technique from spontaneous variability of heart period (HP) and systolic arterial
pressure (SAP) and ofmuscle nerve sympathetic activity (MSNA) burst rate and diastolic arterial
pressure (DAP) are utilized to assess the level of the baroreflex engagement. The cardiac baroreflex
patterns can be distinguished in those featuring bothHP and SAP increases (cSEQ++) and decreases
(cSEQ−−), while the sympathetic baroreflex patterns in those featuring aMSNAburst rate decrease
and aDAP increase (sSEQ+−) and vice versa (sSEQ−+). The present study aims to assess the
modifications of the involvement of the cardiac and sympathetic arms of the baroreflexwith age and
postural stimulus intensity.Approach.Wemonitored the percentages of cSEQ++ (%cSEQ++) and
cSEQ−− (%cSEQ−−) in 100 healthy subjects (age: 21–70 years, 54males, 46 females), divided into
five sex-balanced groups consisting of 20 subjects in each decade at rest in supine position and during
active standing (STAND).We evaluated%cSEQ++,%cSEQ−−, and the percentages of sSEQ+− (%
sSEQ+−) and sSEQ−+ (%sSEQ−+) in 12 young healthy subjects (age 23± 2 years, 3 females, 9
males)undergoing incremental head-up tilt.Main results.We found that: (i)%cSEQ++ and%cSEQ
−− decreasedwith age and increasedwith STANDand postural stimulus intensity; (ii)%sSEQ+−
and%sSEQ−+ augmentedwith postural challengemagnitude; (iii) the level of cardiac and
sympathetic baroreflex engagement did not depend on either the absolute value of arterial pressure or
the direction of its changes. Significance.This study stresses the limited ability of the cardiac and
sympathetic arms of the baroreflex in controlling absolute arterial pressure values and the equivalent
ability of both positive and negative arterial pressure changes in soliciting them.

1. Introduction

The cardiac baroreflex is responsible for adjusting heart period (HP) to limit the variability of arterial pressure
(AP), and it was originally characterized by assessing the positive slope of the linear regression ofHP on systolic
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AP (SAP) after the administration of a vasoactive drug (Smyth et al 1969, Pickering et al 1972). The baroreflex
sequence (SEQ)method (Bertinieri et al 1985) is one of themost utilized time domain techniques for the
characterization of the cardiac baroreflex from spontaneous variability ofHP and SAP (Parati et al 1988, Steptoe
andVogele 1990, Blaber et al 1995, Parlow et al 1995, Porta et al 2000, Laude et al 2004, Porta et al 2013a). The
SEQmethod is based on the definition of patterns of cardiac baroreflex origin featuring concomitant parallel
variations, either increases or decreases, of bothHP and SAP (Bertinieri et al 1985). The sympathetic baroreflex
varies sympathetic activity to buffer AP changes, and it was originally evaluated by assessing the negative slope of
the linear regression of a suitable parameter derived frommuscle sympathetic nerve activity (MSNA) on
diastolic AP (DAP) both after pharmacological challenges (Ebert et al 1992, Rudas et al 1999) and in
nonpharmacological condition (Sundlof andWallin 1978, Kienbaum et al 2001,Hart et al 2010). The SEQ
techniquewas adapted to typify the sympathetic baroreflex from spontaneous variability ofMSNAburst rate, as
defined inMarchi et al (2016a), andDAP (Marchi et al 2016b). Patterns of sympathetic baroreflex originwere
defined as concomitant antiparallel sequences featuringMSNAburst rate increases andDAP decreases, or
vice versa (Marchi et al 2016b). In the studies that originally proposed the SEQ technique for the characterization
of the cardiac (Bertinieri et al 1985) and sympathetic (Marchi et al 2016b) arms of the baroreflex, it was suggested
that the percentage of cardiac baroreflex sequences (%cSEQ) and of sympathetic baroreflex sequences (%sSEQ)
could provide ameasure of the degree of solicitation of the two baroreflex arms.

The advantage of the SEQmethodwith respect to the other analyticalmethods is the possibility of
investigating the contribution of AP rises and falls separately. In the case of the cardiac baroreflex, it is possible to
separateHP-SAP patterns featuringHP lengthening driven by SAP increase, referred to as cSEQ++, from those
presentingHP shortening in response to SAP fall, labelled as cSEQ−− (Bertinieri et al 1985, Parati et al 1988, De
Maria et al 2018,DeMaria et al 2019b). In the case of the sympathetic baroreflex, it is possible to separateMSNA-
DAPpatterns featuring aDAP increase associated to aMSNAburst rate decrease, referred to as sSEQ+−, from
those presenting the opposite combination, namely aDAP fall and aMSNAburst rate rise, labelled as sSEQ−+
(Marchi et al 2016b,DeMaria et al 2019a).

Aging influences the functioning of the cardiac baroreflex (Laitinen et al 1998, Rudas et al 1999, Jones et al
2003, Laitinen et al 2004, Fauvel et al 2007,Milan-Mattos et al 2018). This result has been confirmed by the SEQ
technique aswell (Laitinen et al 2004,DeMaria et al 2019b). Orthostatic stimulus affects the functioning of the
cardiac baroreflex (Cooke et al 1999, Laitinen et al 2004,DeMaria et al 2018,Milan-Mattos et al 2018, Porta et al
2023a) and sympathetic baroreflex (O’Leary et al 2003, Fu et al 2006, Ichinose et al 2006, Barbic et al 2015). This
finding has been confirmed by the SEQ analysis as well (Steptoe andVogele 1990, Laitinen et al 2004,Marchi et al
2016b, Porta et al 2016,DeMaria et al 2019a, DeMaria et al 2019b). However, the impact of aging and postural
challenges on the functioning of the cardiac and sympathetic arms of the baroreflex has been assessedmost in
terms of influences on baroreflex sensitivity, but the effect on parameters describing their engagement, such
as%cSEQ and%sSEQ, has not been reported, especially when separately considering the direction of the AP
variations. Since similar cardiac and sympathetic baroreflex sensitivitiesmight underlie dissimilar baroreflex
engagements and the involvement of the cardiac and sympathetic arms of the baroreflexmight be distributed
differently to buffer positive and negative AP variations, this analysismight provide additional insight in the AP
control.

Thus, the present study aims to compare%cSEQ++with%cSEQ−− and%sSEQ+−with%sSEQ−+ in
experimental conditions challenging the baroreflex, such as aging and postural stressors. The aging protocol
enables us tomonitor%cSEQ++ and%cSEQ−− in healthy subjects of different ages at supine resting (REST)
and during active standing (STAND) (Catai et al 2014, Porta et al 2014). The incremental head-up tilt protocol
allowed themonitoring of%cSEQ++ and%cSEQ−− and of%sSEQ+− and%sSEQ−+ in young, healthy
subjects undergoing passive orthostatic challenges of various intensities (Lambert et al 2008). The two protocols
were considered together in the present study to provide themost complete picture on the quantification of the
engagement of the baroreflex in response to aging and postural stressors thatwe can provide according to the
data we collected in the past. Since the degree of involvement of the cardiac and sympathetic arms of the
baroreflexmight be influenced by the level of AP (Hesse et al 2007,Hart et al 2011, Incognito et al 2020), we
correlated the%cSEQ and%sSEQwith the SAP andDAPmean values, respectively.

2. Experimental protocol and data analysis

2.1. Aging protocol
This experimental protocol was designed to assess the effect of the aging process on the cardiac baroreflex in
healthy subjects (Catai et al 2014, Porta et al 2014). In this studywe retrospectively analyzed recordings
prospectively collected from2011 to 2012. The study adhered to the Principles of theDeclaration ofHelsinki and
was approved by the Ethics Committee of the Federal University of SãoCarlos (173/2011). Subjects signed an
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informed consent upon enrollment.We refer to (Catai et al 2014, Porta et al 2014) for additional details. Briefly,
participants to the studywere non-smokers, free of any disease and not taking anymedication. Subjects were
invited to avoid caffeinated and alcoholic beverages in the 24 h preceding the test. The group consisted of 100
healthy subjects (age from21 to 70 years,median= 45 years), divided into 5 groups according to their age: (i)
group 21–30 (age from21 and 30 years,median= 26 years, 10males, 10 females); (ii) group 31–40 (age from31
to 40 years,median= 34 years; 11males, 9 females); (iii) group 41–50 (age from41 and 50 years,median= 45
years, 10males, 10 females); (iv) group 51–60 (age from51 and 60 years;median= 55 years, 10males, 10
females); (v) group 61–70 (age from61 to 70 years;median= 65 years; 13males, 7 females). Bodymass index
(BMI) and peak oxygen uptake of all the groupswere reported inCatai et al (2014), Porta et al (2014).

For each subject an electrocardiogram (ECG), via a bioamplifier device (BioAmpFE132, ADInstruments,
Sydney, Australia), and non-invasive AP, via a volume-clamp device (Finometer-PRO, FinapresMedical
System, Amsterdam, TheNetherlands)was available for analysis. Recordings were conducted at REST and
during STAND,where STAND sessions always followedREST. Both REST and STAND recordings lasted
15 min. The test was performed in themorning after a good-slept night in a roomwith a comfortable
temperature. The subjects breathed spontaneously during the test, but theywere not allowed to talk. Signals
were sampled at 400Hz via a commercial analog-to-digital converter device (Power Lab 8/35, ADInstruments,
Sydney, Australia).

2.2. Incremental head-up tilt protocol
This experimental protocol was designed to assess the effect of passive orthostatic challengewith incremental
intensity on the cardiac and sympathetic arms of the baroreflex in young healthy subjects (Lambert et al 2008). In
this studywe retrospectively analyzed recordings prospectively collected from2006 to 2008. The study adhered
to the Principles of theDeclaration ofHelsinki andwas approved by the AlfredHospital Ethics Committee (144/
06). Subjects signed an informed consent upon enrollment.We refer to Lambert et al (2008) for additional
details. Briefly, participants in the studywere free of any disease and not takingmedications. Subjects were
invited to avoid caffeinated and alcoholic beverages in the 24 h preceding the test. The group consisted of 12
young, healthy subjects (age: 23± 2 years, BMI: 24.3± 2.5 kg·m−2, 9males, 3 females).

Each enrolled subject underwent an incremental head-up tilt test. The table was consecutively tilted at 0°,
20°, 30°, 40° and 60° (T0, T20, T30, T40 andT60, respectively), never returned to 0° and angle was incremented
from the previous inclination. Each angle wasmaintained for 10 min. The recording at 60°was completed in 7
subjects, while the recordings of one subject during T30 andT40were excluded from the analysis for poor
quality.We recorded ECG (ADInstruments, Sydney, Australia), invasive AP from the radial artery (3F, 5 cm,
Cook catheter), andMSNAacquired via amicroneurographic device (IOWANerve Traffic Analyzer,model
662C-3,Department of Bioengineering, University of Iowa, Iowa) frompostganglionic sympathetic fibers
directed to themuscle vasculature (Vallbo et al 2004). Signals were recorded for the overall duration of the
incremental challenge. TheMSNA signal was acquired by inserting a tungstenmicroelectrode (FHC,
Bowdoinham,Maine) in the peroneal nerve and adjusting the position to obtain a satisfactory signal. The raw
MSNA signal was band-pass filtered (700–2000 Hz), amplified, rectified, and integrated (time constant of 0.1 s).
The integratedMSNA signal was utilized for further analysis. The tests were performed in themorning after a
good-slept night in a roomwith a comfortable temperature. The subjects breathed spontaneously butwere not
allowed to talk. The sampling rate wasfixed at 1000 Hz via a commercial analog-to-digital converter device
(PowerLabML785/8SP, ADInstruments, Sydney, Australia).

2.3. Beat-to-beat variability series extraction
The software for the beat-to-beat variability series extractionwas developed in-house and applied to the raw
signals collected in both the protocols (Porta et al 1998; Porta et al 2013a). The software searches for theQRS
complex via amethod based on a threshold on the first derivative of the ECG signal. The position of the apex of
theQRS complexwas refined via parabolic interpolation. The ithHP,where i is the cardiac beat counter, was
calculated as the temporal distance between two consecutive R-wave peaks detected on the ECG. Themaximum
of the APwithin the ithHPwas taken as the ith SAP value. The ithDAPwas detected as theminimumof the AP
found after the ith SAP. TheMSNAburst rate series was derived as follows. Thefirst stepwas the identification of
theMSNAbursts using an automatic detection algorithm (Diedrich et al 2009). Themethodwas based on an
amplitude threshold set over theMSNA signal. The thresholdwas updated on a beat-to-beat basis and kept
constant over the currentHP. In agreement with the traditional setting of theMSNAburst latency, theMSNA
burst was searched in a timewindow ranging from0.9 to 1.7 s from eachRpeak (Sundlöf andWallin 1978,
Kienbaum et al 2001). TheMSNAburst rate series was obtained by counting theMSNAbursts in amoving time
windowof 5 s, filtering the resulting stepwise signal with a low-pass filter with a cut-off frequency of 0.5Hz, and
sampling thefiltered signal at the first R-wave peak delimiting each ithHP (Marchi et al 2016a). The obtained
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valuewas indicated as ithMSNA.All theMSNA valueswere divided by 5 s, thus obtainingmeanMSNAburst
rate values expressed in bursts·s−1 (Marchi et al 2016a). The detection offiduciary points was visually checked. In
the case of amisdetection, the correct eventwas identified and reinserted, thus allowing the automatic
recalculation of all the associated values. In the case of ectopic beats, the series were corrected via cubic spline
interpolation. The number of corrections was very limited and largely below 5%. In the aging protocol, we
derivedHP and SAP series, and in the incremental head-up tilt protocol, theHP,DAP andMSNAburst rate
series. In the case of the aging protocol, segments of theHP and SAP series lasting 256 beats were selected in a
randomposition at REST and during STAND.As to the incremental head-up tilt protocol, segments ofHP, SAP,
DAP andMSNAburst rate lasting 256 beats were selected in a randomposition during T0, T20, T30, T40 and
T60. Stationarity of themean and variancewas tested according toMagagnin et al (2011). Trends of themean
and variance ofHP, SAP,DAP andMSNAburst rate, namelyμHP,μSAP,μDAP,μMSNA, andσ

2
HP,σ

2
SAP,σ

2
DAP,

σ2MSNA, respectively, with age and experimental conditionwere already reported inCatai et al (2014), DeMaria
et al (2019b) andMarchi et al (2016b). Briefly, in the aging protocol at RESTμHP did not varywith age, whileσ

2
HP

decreased as aging progressed, and bothμSAP andσ
2
SAPwere positively correlatedwith age. In the aging protocol,

during STANDσ2SAP did not varywith age, whileσ
2
HPwas negatively associatedwith age, and bothμHP andμSAP

increased gradually as aging progressed. Briefly, in the incremental head-up tilt protocol, we observed a decrease
ofμHPwith themagnitude of the postural challenge associatedwith an increase ofμMSNA,σ

2
SAP,σ

2
DAP, and

σ2MSNA. Conversely,μSAP,μDAP, andσ
2
HP did not change.

2.4.Definition of patterns of cardiac baroreflex origin
We followed the definition of the pattern of cardiac baroreflex origin given in (Bertinieri et al 1985) and
subsequentmodifications reported in (Porta et al 2000). Briefly, themethod is based on the search ofHP and
SAP ordered sequences [HP(i), HP(i+1), HP(i+2), HP(i+3)] and [SAP(i), SAP(i+1), SAP(i+2), SAP(i+3)]
formed by four consecutiveHP and SAP values corresponding to threeHP and SAP variations. TheHP and SAP
patterns that featured all positive or negative variations and occurred synchronously were referred to as cSEQ+
+ and cSEQ−−, respectively. All cSEQ++ and cSEQ−−were considered of cardiac baroreflex origin regardless
of themagnitude of SAP andHP variations and the strength of their linear association (Porta et al 2013a). The%
cSEQ++ and%cSEQ−−were computed by dividing the number of cSEQ++ and cSEQ−− patterns by the
number of total patterns andmultiplying the results by 100.

2.5.Definition of patterns of sympathetic baroreflex origin
We followed the definition of the pattern of sympathetic baroreflex origin given in (Marchi et al 2016b) that
exploited the definition ofMSNAburst rate variability given in (Marchi et al 2016a). Briefly, themethod is based
on the search ofMSNA andDAP ordered sequences [MSNA(i),MSNA(i+1),MSNA(i+2),MSNA(i+3)] and
[DAP(i), DAP(i+1), DAP(i+2), DAP(i+3)] formed by four consecutiveMSNAburst rate andDAP values
corresponding to threeMSNAburst rate andDAP variations. TheMSNA andDAPpatterns that featured all
antiparallel variations, with all positiveDAP variations associatedwith negativeMSNAburst rate changes, were
referred to as sSEQ+−. The opposite situationwith all negativeDAP and positiveMSNAburst rate variations
led to the definition of sSEQ−+. sSEQ+− and sSEQ−+were considered of sympathetic baroreflex origin
regardless of themagnitude ofDAP andMSNAburst rate variations and the strength of their linear association.
The%sSEQ+− and%sSEQ−+were computed by dividing the number of sSEQ+− and sSEQ−+ patterns by
the number of total patterns andmultiplying the results by 100.

2.6. Statistical analysis
As to the aging protocol, two-way repeatedmeasures analysis of variance (one-factor repetition,Holm–Sidak
test formultiple comparisons) versus control was applied to test the differences between%cSEQmarkers within
the same age group (i.e. 21–30, 31–40, 41–50, 51–60 and 61–70) and changes compared to 21–30 groupwithin
the same%cSEQ index (i.e.%cSEQ++ or%cSEQ−−). This analysis was carried out separately at REST and
STAND.Two-way repeatedmeasures analysis of variance (one-factor repetition,Holm–Sidak test formultiple
comparisons) versus control was applied to test the differences betweenREST and STANDwithin the same age
group and the impact of age compared to 21–30 group assigned the experimental condition (i.e. REST or
STAND). This analysis was carried out separately over%cSEQ++ and%cSEQ−−.

As to the incremental head-up tilt protocol, two-way repeatedmeasures analysis of variance (one-factor
repetition,Holm–Sidak test formultiple comparisons) versus control was applied to test the differences
between%cSEQ indexes within the same orthostatic challenge (i.e. T0, T20, T30, T40 andT60) and changes
compared to T0within the same%cSEQmarker (i.e.%cSEQ++ and%cSEQ−−). This analysis was carried out
separately over%sSEQ indexes aswell.
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The linear regression analysis of%cSEQ−− on%cSEQ++, of%sSEQ−+ on%sSEQ+−, of%cSEQ++ on
μSAP, of%cSEQ−− onμSAP, of%sSEQ+− onμDAP, and of%sSEQ−+ onμDAPwas carried by pooling all the
data regardless of the experimental condition and group. Linear regression analysis was performed separately in
each experimental protocol. Pearson product-moment correlation coefficient r and type I error probability p
were calculated. A p< 0.05was always considered significant. The r and p of the linear regression analysis were
reportedwhen statistically significant. Statistical analysis was carried out using a commercial statistical program
(Sigmaplot, Systat Software, Inc., Chicago, IL, version 11.0).

3. Results

3.1. Results relevant to the aging protocol
The vertical grouped error bar graphs offigure 1 show%cSEQ++ (black bars) and%cSEQ−− (white bars) as a
function of the age groups (i.e. 21–30, 31–40, 41–50, 51–60 and 61–70) at REST (figure 1(a)) and during STAND
(figure 1(b)).%cSEQ++ and%cSEQ−−were similar, and this finding held regardless of the age bin and
experimental condition (figures 1(a), (b)). At REST, both%cSEQ++ and%cSEQ−− did not varywith age
(figure 1(a)). During STAND,%cSEQ++ decreased in the 51–60 and 61–70 groups compared to the 21–30 one,
while%cSEQ−−was lower in the 61–70 group compared to the 21–30 one (figure 1(b)).

Figure 2 shows%cSEQ++ (figure 2(a)) and%cSEQ−− (figure 2(b)) as a function of the age groups, while
considering the position of the body as a part of the statisticalmodel. Data are reported at REST (black bars) and
during STAND (white bars).%cSEQ++ and%cSEQ−− increased during STANDcompared to REST, and this
difference was significant in the 21–30, 31–40 and 51–60 groups in the case of%cSEQ++ (figure 2(a)) and in
21–30, 31–40, 41–50 and 51–60 groups in the case of%cSEQ−− (figure 2(b)). Trends of%cSEQ++ and%
cSEQ−−with agewere the same as infigure 1.

The scatterplot offigure 3 shows the results of the linear correlation analysis of%cSEQ−− on%cSEQ+
+.%cSEQ−− and%cSEQ++were found to be significantly correlatedwith r= 0.697 and p= 2.131× 10−30.
After removing pairs with values of%cSEQ−− or%cSEQ++ below the 2.5th percentile or above the 97.5th
percentile of their distribution (n= 4),%cSEQ−− and%cSEQ++were still significantly correlatedwith
r= 0.648 and p= 1.009·10–24.

The scatterplots offigure 4 show the results of the linear correlation analysis of%cSEQ++ onμSAP
(figure 4(a)) and%cSEQ−− onμSAP (figure 4(b)). %cSEQ andμSAP are not significantly associated and this
result held regardless of the type of cardiac baroreflex pattern.

Figure 1.The vertical grouped error bar graphs show%cSEQ++ (black bars) and%cSEQ−− (white bars) in the aging protocol as a
function of the age groups (i.e. 21–30, 31–40, 41–50, 51–60 and 61–70 years) at REST (a) and during STAND (b). Data are reported as
mean+standard deviation. Two-way repeatedmeasures analysis of variance (one-factor repetition,Holm–Sidak test formultiple
comparisons) versus control, namely%cSEQ++ and 21–30, is applied. The symbol * indicates p< 0.05 versus 21–30 group.
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3.2. Results relevant to incremental head-up tilt protocol
The vertical grouped error bar graphs offigure 5 show%cSEQ (figure 5(a)) and%sSEQ (figure 5(b)) as a
function of the experimental condition (i.e. T0, T20, T30, T40 andT60).%cSEQwere subdivided in%cSEQ++
(black bars) and%cSEQ−− (white bars) infigure 5(a) and%sSEQwere subdivided in%sSEQ+− (black bars)
and%sSEQ−+ (white bars) infigure 5(b). Regardless of the armof the baroreflex, the proportion of patterns
belonging to the two families (i.e.%cSEQ++ and%cSEQ−− in the case of the cardiac baroreflex and%sSEQ+
− and%sSEQ−+ in the case of the sympathetic baroreflex)were similar (figures 5(a), (b)). The%cSEQ tended
to increase with themagnitude of the challenge but the increment was significant only in the case of%cSEQ−−

Figure 2.The vertical grouped error bar graphs show%cSEQ++ (a) and%cSEQ−− (a) in the aging protocol as a function of the age
groups (i.e. 21–30, 31–40, 41–50, 51–60 and 61–70 years) at REST (black bars) and during STAND (white bars). Data are reported as
mean+standard deviation. Two-way repeatedmeasures analysis of variance (one-factor repetition,Holm–Sidak test formultiple
comparisons) versus control, namely REST and 21–30), is applied. The symbols# and * indicate, respectively, p< 0.05 versus REST
and versus 21–30 group.

Figure 3.The scatterplot shows the results of the linear correlation analysis of%cSEQ−− on%cSEQ++ in the aging protocol. Each
open circle represents a (%cSEQ++, %cSEQ−−) pair computed in an assigned subject. Data are pooled regardless of group (i.e.
21–30, 31–40, 41–50, 51–60 and 61–70) and the experimental condition (i.e. REST or STAND). The linear regression line (solid line)
and its 95% confidence interval (dotted lines) are shown because the Pearson product-moment correlation coefficient is different
from 0with p< 0.05.
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during T60 compared to T0 (figure 5(a)). The trend toward a raise of%sSEQwith themagnitude of the postural
challengewasmore evident than that of%cSEQ: indeed, the incrementwas significant during both T40 andT60
compared to T0 and detected by both%sSEQ+− and%sSEQ−+ (figure 5(b)).

The scatterplots offigure 6 show the results of the linear correlation analysis of%cSEQ++ on%cSEQ−−
(figure 6(a)) and of%sSEQ−+ on%sSEQ+− (figure 6(b)).%cSEQ++ and%cSEQ−−were found to be
significantly correlatedwith r= 0.701 and p= 9.94× 10−9, while%sSEQ+− and%sSEQ−+were significantly
associatedwith r= 0.78 and p= 1.46× 10−11. After removing pairs with values of%cSEQ−− or%cSEQ++
below the 2.5th percentile or above the 97.5th percentile of their distribution (n= 2),%cSEQ++ and%cSEQ−
−were still significantly correlated with r= 0.602 and p= 9.65·10–6. The same procedure applied to the analysis
of the correlation of%sSEQ−+ on%sSEQ+−, leading to the exclusion of 4 pairs, confirmed the significance of
the correlationwith r= 0.713 and p= 1.93× 10–8.

Figure 4.The scatterplot shows the results of the linear correlation analysis of%cSEQ++ (a) and%cSEQ−− (b) onμSAP in the aging
protocol. Each open circle represents a (μSAP,%cSEQ++) and (μSAP,%cSEQ−−) pair computed in an assigned subject. Data are
pooled regardless of group (i.e. 21–30, 31–40, 41–50, 51–60 and 61–70) and the experimental condition (i.e. REST or STAND). No
significant association is detected via the Pearson product-moment correlation analysis with p< 0.05.

Figure 5.The vertical grouped error bar graphs show%cSEQ (a) and%sSEQ (b) in the incremental head-up tilt protocol as a function
of the experimental condition (i.e. T0, T20, T30, T40 andT60).%cSEQ in (a)was divided into%cSEQ++ (black bars) and%cSEQ−
− (white bars), while%sSEQ in (b) into%sSEQ+− (black bars) and%sSEQ−+ (white bars). Data are reported asmean+standard
deviation. Two-way repeatedmeasures analysis of variance (one-factor repetition,Holm–Sidak test formultiple comparisons) versus
control, namely%cSEQ++ andT0 in (a) and%sSEQ+− andT0 in (b), is applied. The symbol * indicates p< 0.05 versus T0.
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Figure 6.The scatterplot shows the results of the linear correlation analysis of%cSEQ−− on%cSEQ++ (a) and of%sSEQ−+ on%
sSEQ+− (b) in the incremental head-up tilt protocol. Each open circle represents a (%cSEQ++,%cSEQ−−) and (%sSEQ+−, %
sSEQ−+) pair computed in an assigned subject. Data are pooled regardless of the experimental condition (i.e. T0, T20, T30, T40 and
T60). The linear regression line (solid line) and its 95% confidence interval (dotted lines) are shown aswell because the Pearson
product-moment correlation coefficient is different from0with p< 0.05.

Figure 7.The scatterplot shows the results of the linear correlation analysis of%cSEQ++ (a) and%cSEQ−− (b) onμSAP, and of%
sSEQ+− (c) and%sSEQ−+(d) onμDAP in the incremental head-up tilt protocol. Each open circle represents a (μSAP,%cSEQ++),
(μSAP,%cSEQ−−), (μDAP,%sSEQ+−), and (μDAP,%sSEQ−+) pair computed in an assigned subject. Data are pooled regardless of
the experimental condition (i.e. T0, T20, T30, T40 andT60). No significant association is detected via the Pearson product-moment
correlation analysis with p< 0.05.
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The scatterplots offigure 7 show the results of the linear correlation analysis of%cSEQ++ and%cSEQ−−
onμSAP (figures 7(a), (b)) and of%sSEQ+− and%sSEQ−+ onμDAP (figures 7(c), (d)). The percentages of
cardiac and sympathetic baroreflex patterns were not linearly correlatedwith the absolute AP value and this
result held regardless of the cardiac and sympathetic baroreflex pattern types.

4.Discussion

Themainfindings of the present study can be summarized as follows: (i) the SEQmethod allows the separate
evaluation of the degree of cardiac and sympathetic baroreflex involvement in controlling positive and negative
AP variations; (ii)%cSEQ++ and%cSEQ−− decreasedwith age and increasedwith STANDand postural
stimulus intensity; (iii)%sSEQ+− and%sSEQ−+ augmentedwith postural challengemagnitude; (iv) the level
of cardiac and sympathetic baroreflex engagement did not depend on either the absolute value of arterial
pressure or the direction of its changes.

4.1. SEQmethod allows the evaluation of the degree of cardiac and sympathetic baroreflex involvement in
controlling positive andnegative AP variations
The baroreflex consists of several arms, all aiming at limiting AP variability with suitablemodifications of
various physiological variables (Karemaker andWesseling 2008, Robertson et al 2012, Porta and Elstad 2020).
For example, the cardiac and sympathetic arms of the baroreflex have as targets, respectively, theHP (Smyth et al
1969, Pickering et al 1972) and sympathetic traffic, the latter being usually characterized in humans via the total
integrated value ofMSNA, orMSNAburst amplitude or area, or probability of observingMSNAbursts
associatedwith a cardiac beat in each bin ofDAP (Sundlof andWallin 1978, Ebert et al 1992, Kienbaum et al
2001,Hart et al 2010). The characterization of the baroreflex functioning is usually based on the assessment of
baroreflex sensitivity defined as the variation of target variable per unitmodification of an appropriate AP value.
Originally, the evaluation of the baroreflex sensitivity requires the administration of a vasoactive drug evoking
an importantmodification of AP (Smyth et al 1969, Pickering et al 1972, Ebert et al 1992, Rudas et al 1999,Hunt
et al 2001, Tank et al 2005, Studinger et al 2007, Studinger et al 2009). The exploitation of spontaneous
fluctuations of physiological variables allowed the estimation of the baroreflex sensitivity in absence of an
artificialmodification of AP and inmore physiological conditions (Laude et al 2004, Sundlof andWallin 1978,
Kienbaum et al 2001). One of themost utilized techniques allowing the computation of the baroreflex sensitivity
from spontaneous variability of physiological variables is the SEQ technique, originally proposed to typify the
cardiac baroreflex (Bertinieri et al 1895) and adapted for the analysis of the sympathetic baroreflex (Marchi et al
2016b). The SEQmethod is based on the definition of patterns of baroreflex origin and its searchwithin the
recorded variability series. This characterizationmakes possible the assessment of the strength of activation of
the baroreflex via the percentage of baroreflex patterns (%SEQ): the greater the%SEQ, themore involved the
baroreflex is in regulating a physiological variable. The%SEQ complements the baroreflex sensitivity given that
the same value of baroreflex sensitivity can be obtained fromdifferent%SEQ values. In addition, the
identification of the pattern of baroreflex origin allow one to separate the response of the target variability toAP
rises and falls, namely, respectively, cSEQ++ and cSEQ−− in the case of the cardiac baroreflex and sSEQ+−
and sSEQ−+ in the case of the sympathetic baroreflex, thusmakingmore specific andmore insightful the
characterization of baroreflex functioning. It is worth noting that the degree of engagement of the baroreflexwas
assessed in the original papers via the computation of the total number of baroreflex sequences instead of using
percent values because those studies considered baroreflex patterns of different lengths (Bertinieri et al 1985,
Parati et al 1988). The possibility of assessing%SEQ is favored by a constant pattern length, namely L= 4 or 3
variations in the present study (Porta et al 2000,Marchi et al 2016b). The advantage of using%SEQ instead of the
cumulative amount of the baroreflex patterns is that%SEQ is normalized between 0 and 100, thus becoming
independent of the frame length.Differences between%SEQ and the cumulative amount of baroreflex patterns
could explain the opposite conclusions about the effect of STAND that can be found in (Steptoe and
Vogele 1990) compared to those of the present study.

4.2.%cSEQ++ and%cSEQ−−decreasedwith agewhile remaining balanced
It is well known that aging affects the cardiac baroreflex, given that its sensitivity decreases with age (Laitinen et al
1998, Rudas et al 1999, Jones et al 2003, Laitinen et al 2004, Fauvel et al 2007,Milan-Mattos et al 2018). SEQ
analysis was able to detect this trend aswell (DeMaria et al 2019b). In addition, no cardiac baroreflex sensitivity
differences were detectedwhen cSEQwere separated into cSEQ++ and cSEQ−− and thisfinding held
regardless of the age groups, even though the association of cardiac baroreflex sensitivity computed in response
to SAP rises and falls with some asymmetric behaviors ofHP variability (DeMaria et al 2019b) suggested amore
efficient ability of the cardiac baroreflex in limiting SAP elevations compared to drops (Pickering et al 1972,
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Eckberg 1980, Rudas et al 1999, Studinger et al 2007, Young et al 2008). However, no studies reported the trend
of%cSEQwith age, especially when cSEQ++ and cSEQ−−were separately considered. The present study
originally found that the degree of solicitation of the cardiac baroreflex, assessed via%cSEQ, decreasedwith age,
evenwhen cSEQ++ and cSEQ−−were separated. Accounting for posture did notmodify conclusions on the
impact of age given that we observed similar trends regardless of the direction of the AP variations. In addition,
the proportion of cSEQ++ and cSEQ−− remained balanced, thus suggesting a similar level of involvement of
the cardiac baroreflex in governing SAP rises and falls. This result suggests that the greater instability of the
cardiac baroreflex observed in advanced agemight be related to its reduced global degree of involvementmore
than a diminished activity of the cardiac baroreflex in reacting to SAP changes in a particular direction. The
progressive decrease of the cardiac baroreflex involvementwith age has been suggested by the gradual decrease
with age of theHP-SAP squared coherence in the low frequency bands (Milan-Mattos et al 2018). However,
cross-spectral analysis cannot investigate separately the responses ofHP to positive and negative SAP variations,
because it provides an average value of association computed over rising and falling portions of the sinusoidal
oscillations forming theHP and SAP variability series.

4.3.%cSEQ++ and%cSEQ−− increased during postural stimuli while remaining balanced
It is well known that the cardiac baroreflexwas affected by postural stimuli as suggested by the decrease of the
cardiac baroreflex sensitivity during head-up tilt or active standing (Steptoe andVogele 1990, Cooke et al 1999,
Laitinen et al 2004, Porta et al 2016,DeMaria et al 2018,Milan-Mattos et al 2018). The SEQ analysis detected the
progressive decline of the cardiac baroreflex sensitivity toward 0with tilt table inclination during incremental
head-up tilt (Marchi et al 2016b,DeMaria et al 2019a). This declinewas evident regardless of the type of cardiac
baroreflex patterns and no significant differences between cardiac baroreflex sensitivity computed over cSEQ+
+ and cSEQ−−were detected at any tilt table angle (DeMaria et al 2019a). It is well known the%cSEQ increased
with tilt table angles (Marchi et al 2016b, Porta et al 2016) likely as an effect of the engagement of the cardiac
baroreflex to copewith the reduced venous return associatedwith the posturemodification (Karemaker and
Wesseling 2008, Robertson et al 2012, Porta and Elstad 2020). However, no studies reported the trend of%cSEQ
with themagnitude of the postural challengewhen cSEQ++ and cSEQ−−were separately considered. The
present study originally found that the degree of cardiac baroreflex activation, assessed via%cSEQ, increased
with tilt table angle, evenwhen cSEQ++ and cSEQ−−were separated, thus suggesting an involvement of the
cardiac baroreflex independent of the direction of the SAP variation. The relationship between%cSEQ++
and%cSEQ−−was also corroborated by the high correlation between the two variables. Remarkably, the
increase of%cSEQ++ and%cSEQ−− compared toRESTwas observed during STAND in the aging protocol as
well. The effect of STANDon%cSEQwas lost solely in 61–70 decade in keepingwith a reduced response of the
cardiovascular system to external stimulation in advanced age (Laitinen et al 1998, Rudas et al 1999, Jones et al
2003, Laitinen et al 2004, Fauvel et al 2007,Milan-Mattos et al 2018). Taken all the results together, the increase
of%cSEQ++ and%cSEQ−−with an orthostatic challenge appears to be robust and could be utilized to detect
the derangement of the cardiac baroreflex. Since amissing increase, or even a decrease, of the coupling strength
betweenHP and SAPduring a postural challenge is a distinctive feature of subjects prone to postural syncope
(Ocon et al 2011, Bari et al 2017, Reulecke et al 2018, Porta et al 2023b), the possibility of separately analyzing the
contribution of positive and negative SAP variations to theHP-SAP coupling strength appears to be particularly
valuable. Indeed, orthostatic intolerance and baroreflex failuremight be linked to a disproportionate response to
SAP changes of different sign. The increase of the association betweenHP and SAPduring head-up tilt was
detected via cross-spectral analysis as well: indeed, theHP-SAP squared coherence in the low frequency band
was positively linkedwith tilt table angles (Porta et al 2016), but this tool cannot separate the contribution of
positive and negative SAP changes. Causal tools in the information domain assessing the degree of association in
the specific time direction fromSAP toHPprovided similar conclusions (Porta et al 2011, Porta et al 2013b,
Porta et al 2015, Bari et al 2017), but again its generalization to positive and negative SAP changes is less
immediate than in the SEQ technique.

4.4.%sSEQ+− and%sSEQ−+ increased during incremental head-up tilt while remaining balanced
Head-up tilt decreased the sympathetic baroreflex sensitivity, namely it became less negative andmigrated
toward 0, and this decrement was significant in the case of prolonged head-up tilt (Ichinose et al 2006). This
result was also confirmed by the SEQ analysis (Marchi et al 2016b,DeMaria et al 2019a). Remarkably, a
significant positive relationship between the sympathetic baroreflex sensitivity and themagnitude of the
postural stressor was detected (Marchi et al 2016b). This trendwas visible only on sympathetic baroreflex
sensitivity computed over sSEQ−+, while it was absent over sSEQ+− (DeMaria et al 2019a). The observed
trendwas compatible with themore negative values of sympathetic baroreflex sensitivity computed over sSEQ−
+, compared to sSEQ+− (DeMaria et al 2019a), thus stressing themore important ability of the sympathetic
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baroreflex to limit DAPdropswith suitable increases of theMSNAburst rate (Sundlof andWallin 1978,
Studinger et al 2009,Hart et al 2011). This result is supported by the consideration that, while increasing the
magnitude of the postural challenge, DAP exhibited a constant rise, and this induces anMSNA inhibition in
proportionwith tilt table angles (Marchi et al 2016b). It is well known that%sSEQ increasedwith tilt table angles
(Marchi et al 2016b). The newfinding of this study is that the proportion of sSEQ,when separated in sSEQ+−
and sSEQ−+, increases at a similar pace, thus suggesting that the sympathetic baroreflexwas activated equally
by positive and negativeDAP changes even thoughwith a different sympathetic baroreflex sensitivity in the
youngest group as demonstrated in (DeMaria et al 2019a). The high correlation between the two variables
supported the link between%sSEQ+− and%sSEQ−+. The notion that the sympathetic baroreflex is activated
equally by positive and negativeDAP variations is important because it suggests that, not only the decoupling
betweenMSNAmarkers andDAP is one of the determinants of orthostatic syncope (Schwartz et al 2013, Barbic
et al 2015), but also an imbalance of the proportions of the responses to positive and negativeDAP variations
might play a role.

4.5.%cSEQ and%sSEQ are independent of theAPmean value
In hypertensive patients, a highAP is associatedwith a reduced cardiac baroreflex sensitivity and scarce control
of AP variability (Mancia et al 1986, Coats et al 1991, Ziegler et al 1995). It has been demonstrated that the cardiac
baroreflex function depends on the level of AP given that the cardiac baroreflex sensitivity is inversely correlated
withmeanAP (Hesse et al 2007). Similarly, a dependence of theMSNA responses of the sympathetic baroreflex
onAP rises and falls has been linked toDAP baseline levels (Incognito et al 2020) and took the formof a reduced
possibility of increasingMSNAburst rate whenDAPwas high (Hart et al 2011). SinceμSAP increases and%cSEQ
decreases with age, evenwhen cSEQ++ and cSEQ−−were separated, wewould expect a significant inverse
relationship betweenμSAP and%cSEQ++, or%cSEQ−−. This relationshipmight be suggested even by the
decrease of the number of cardiac baroreflex patterns in hypertensive patients (Parati et al 1988). Contrary to our
expectations, we found no association betweenμSAP and%cSEQ++, or%cSEQ−−. This result confirms the
weak link of the cardiac baroreflex, when assessed over spontaneous variations, to the absolute value of AP,while
its relevance in controlling dynamicalfluctuations of SAP is stressed by the gradual increase of the%cSEQ++
and%cSEQ−−with themagnitude of the postural stimulus. Since a tendency toward a rise ofμDAP (Marchi et al
2016b) and%sSEQwith tilt table angles was observed, evenwhen sSEQ+− and sSEQ−+were separated, we
would expect a significant direct relationship betweenμDAP and%sSEQ+−, or%sSEQ−+. Contrary to our
expectations, we found no association betweenμDAP and%sSEQ+−, or%sSEQ−+. This result confirms that
even the sympathetic baroreflex, when evaluated over physiological variability, has little to dowithDAP,while
its relevance in controlling dynamicalfluctuations ofDAP is stressed by the gradual increase of%sSEQ+−
and%sSEQ−+ during incremental head-up tilt.We attribute the discrepancies with the literature to the
differentmethods utilized to characterize the behavior of the cardiac and sympathetic arms of the baroreflex,
namely the pharmacological technique inHesse et al (2007), Incognito et al (2020) and the static approach over
spontaneousfluctuations inHart et al (2011).

5. Conclusion

In the present study, we investigated for the first time the degree of solicitation of the cardiac and sympathetic
arms of the baroreflex assessed via the SEQmethod using%cSEQ and%sSEQ from spontaneousfluctuations of
HP and SAP, and ofMSNAburst rate andDAPby separately considering the direction of the SAP andDAP
variations. The degree of engagement of the cardiac baroreflexwas assessed at REST and during STAND in
healthy subjects featuring different ages and in a young, healthy group undergoing incremental head-up tilt. The
degree of solicitation of the sympathetic baroreflexwas evaluated solely in the group undergoing incremental
postural challenge. The results of the aging protocol showed that the degree of engagement of the cardiac
baroreflex decreasedwith age and increased during active orthostatic challenge. The results of the incremental
head-up tilt protocol showed that the degree of solicitation of the cardiac and sympathetic arms of the baroreflex
progressively augmentedwith themagnitude of the passive orthostatic challenge. These results suggests that
simplemarkers based on classification of patterns of baroreflex origin can be usefully exploited to detect the
activation of different baroreflex arms and to quantify their degree of solicitation. In addition, we found that the
degree of engagement of both arms of the baroreflex did not depend on the absolute AP values and the direction
of their variations. This finding stresses the limited ability of the cardiac and sympathetic arms of the baroreflex
in controlling absolute AP values and the equivalent ability of both positive and negative AP changes in
activating them. The presentfindings call for the use ofmarkers of baroreflex engagement derived from the SEQ
technique to typify patients with orthostatic intolerance of various etiology and postural disturbances associated
with themissing ability to induce suitable adjustments of heart rate and peripheral resistances. As a future
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development the size of the groups should be enlarged to assess whether the degree of solicitation of the
baroreflex could be different betweenmales and females.
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